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Theory of polaron bandwidth narrowing in organic molecular crystals
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We present a theoretical description of polaron bandwidth narrowing in organic molecular crystals. Based on
a solution of a Holstein-Peierls model for tightly bound electrons interacting with phonons, an explicit expres-
sion for the temperature dependence of the electronic bandwidths is found. This formula generalizes the result
of Holstein polaron theory by treating local and nonlocal electron-phonon coupling on equal footing. The
usefulness of the method is demonstrated by model studies for oligo-acene crystals from which microscopic
insight into the relevance of the different coupling mechanisms is obtained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Organic semiconductors withp conjugation are highly
promising candidates for future electronic and optoelectro
applications, such as light-emitting devices,1–3 lasers,4 solar
cells,5,6 photodiodes,7 field-effect transistors~FET’s!,8–10and
integrated circuits.11 An important class of such materials a
organic molecular crystals of high purity. Apart from the
high technological potential as thin-film transist
materials,12–14 the strong reduction of structural disorder~if
compared to semiconducting polymers! makes organic mo-
lecular crystals also ideal candidates to study the underly
intrinsic charge-carrier transport mechanisms. Conseque
several fundamental experimental and theoretical stu
have been performed during the last few years, in particu
on oligo-acene crystals such as pentacene.15–20

In comparison to covalently bonded inorganic semico
ductors, organic crystals are characterized by weak inter
lecular van der Waals bonds and, hence, narrower electr
bandwidths, stronger electron-lattice interaction, and m
pronounced polaron formation. Consequently, coher
bandlike conduction is expected only for relatively low tem
peratures. With increasing temperature, the electron-pho
coupling leads to a strong enhancement of the polaron m
accompanied by further bandwidth narrowing which may
timately result in localization of the charge carriers a
change the transport mechanism into phonon-assisted
ping.

The interplay between band and hopping transport in
ganic solids was first observed in naphthalene crystals,21,22

and the experimental findings in the low-temperature reg
have been ascribed to bandwidth narrowing in terms of H
stein’s molecular crystal model.23 This widely used
model24–27is based on local electron-phonon coupling whi
acts purely on-site, i.e., at the site of the electronic excitat
On the other hand, vibrations may also influence the tran
of an excitation between lattice sites. The resulting nonlo
coupling leads to Peierls-type models such as the
Schrieffer-Heeger model28 and has been investigated by se
eral authors in the past29–31, most notably by Munnet al.32
0163-1829/2004/69~7!/075211~7!/$22.50 69 0752
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and Zhaoet al.33 However, all known solutions are too com
plex to allow a directfirst-principlesevaluation which has
prohibited so far a detailed microscopic analysis of the d
ferent interaction mechanisms between electrons and la
vibrations in these materials.

In this paper, we present a theoretical description of el
tronic bandwidth narrowing in organic molecular crysta
which allows quantitative predictions fromab initio calcula-
tions. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we der
an explicit expression for the temperature dependence of
polaron bandwidths. This formula generalizes the result
Holstein’s theory by treating local and nonlocal electro
phonon coupling on equal footing. In Sec. III, we illustra
the usefulness of our method by applying it to the olig
acene crystals naphthalene (C10H8), anthracene (C14H10),
and tetracene (C18H12). From the numerical results we ob
tain microscopic insight into the importance of the differe
types of electron-phonon interaction in organic molecu
crystals. A summary is given in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION

Our approach is based on a mixed Holstein-Peierls mo
for tightly bound electrons interacting with phonons. W
consider a Hamiltonian of the form

H5(
mn

«mnam
† an1(

Q
\vQ~bQ

† bQ1 1
2 !

1 (
mnQ

\vQgQmn~bQ
† 1b2Q!am

† an , ~1!

wheream
(†) and bQ

(†)5bql
(†) annihilate~create! an electron at

siteRm with energy«mm and a phonon with wave vectorq in
the model, respectively. In the noninteracting system, i.
gQmn50, the electronic bandwidths are determined solely
the transfer integrals«mn . In the following, we will calculate
how these quantities are modified by the electron-pho
©2004 The American Physical Society11-1
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interaction which, in general, contains coupling terms
both local (m5n, Holstein model! and nonlocal nature (m
Þn, Peierls model!.

In comparison to the pure Holstein model, the diagon
ization of the above Hamiltonian is more complicated a
necessitates additional simplifications as outlined below.
an approximate solution, we apply here the following non
cal canonical transformation

H→H̃5eSHeS†
, S5(

mn
Cmnam

† an ,

Cmn5(
Q

gQmn~bQ
† 2b2Q!, ~2!

which will allow us to derive a particularly simple and intu
tive result. Due to the identityS†52S, it holds that

H̃~ ãm
(†) ,b̃Q

(†)!5H~am
(†) ,bQ

(†)!, ~3!

where we introduced the transformed operatorsãm
(†)

5eSam
(†)eS†

andb̃Q
(†)5eSbQ

(†)eS†
which may be interpreted a

annihilation~creation! operators of a polaron and a phono
of the distorted lattice, respectively. By means of the Bak
Campbell-Hausdorff theorem, eSAe2S5A1 1

1! @S,A#
1 1

2! †S,@S,A#‡1•••, we find explicitly

ãm5(
n

~e2C!mnan , ~4!

b̃Q5bQ1(
mn

~eCbQe2C2bQ!mnam
† an , ~5!

where we introduced a compact matrix notation for the
ponential operators involved and definedbQmnªbQdmn .

As an exact result of the transformation, we find fro
Eqs.~1!–~5! that the new Hamiltonian~expressed in terms o
the original operators! reads

H̃5(
mn

«̃mnam
† an1(

Q
\vQ~bQ

† bQ1 1
2 !

1 (
mnQ

\vQ~bQ
† dQmn1dQmnb2Q!am

† an

2 (
mnm8n8Q

\vQ~ g̃Qmng̃2Qm8n82dQmnd2Qm8n8!

3am
† anam8

† an8 , ~6!

where «̃mn5(eC«e2C)mn and g̃Qmn5(eCgQe2C)mn . The
‘‘residual interaction’’ terms originating from the quantitie
dQmn5g̃Qmn1(eCbQe2C2bQ)mn can be shown to be of mi
nor importance if the nonlocal coupling is not very strong34

Therefore, we neglect them henceforth which amounts
assuming@gQ ,gQ8#mn50 for all pairsQ andQ8, as becomes
clear from a power-series expansion ofdQmn . Finally, in
accordance with the fact that electron-electron interac
has been neglected from the very beginning, we assume
07521
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limit of low electron ~polaron! densities which allows the
replacement ofam

† anam8
† an8→am

† an8dnm8 . Then, the trans-
formed Hamiltonian can be condensed into the compact fo

H̃5(
mn

Ẽmnam
† an1(

Q
\vQ~bQ

† bQ1 1
2 !,

Ẽmn5~eCEe2C!mn , Emn5«mn2(
Q

\vQ~gQg2Q!mn .

~7!

Compared to the original Hamiltonian~1!, the new notation
has the advantage that it allows a direct evaluation of
on-site energiesẼmm and transfer integralsẼmn of the inter-
actingelectron-phonon system. This evaluation will be do
in close analogy to the original work of Holstein.23

In the transformed Hamiltonian~7!, the phonon operators
still appear in the electronic part viaẼmn5(eCEe2C)mn .
Assuming not too high temperatures, coherent bandlike c
duction will prevail over inelastic phonon-assisted hoppi
transport, and we can replaceẼmn by their thermal average

^Ẽmn&. As a result, we obtain the desired approximate dia
nalization of the HamiltonianH̃ where the electron and pho
non operators are completely disentangled. The exp
evaluation of the thermal averages is performed by mean
the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff theorem. Starting from t
identities ^@C,E#mn&50 and ^@C,@C,E##mn&52(Q(1
12NQ)@gQ ,†g2Q ,E#‡mn , subsequent application of Wick’
theorem yields

^Ẽmn&5 (
k50

`
1

k! S 2
1

2D k

(
Q1•••Qk

~112NQ1
!•••~112NQk

!

3†gQ1
,@g2Q1

,•••†gQk
,@g2Qk

,E#‡•••#‡mn , ~8!

whereNQ5^bQ
† bQ& are the phonon occupation numbers.

While the right-hand side of Eq.~8! may be evaluated
numerically for arbitrary matrix elementsgQmn , valuable in-
sight can already be obtained if only the most importa
contributions, i.e., terms proportional toEmn , Enm , andEj j ,
are taken into account.35 As a consequence, the evaluation
the commutators in Eq.~8! becomes analytically tractable
and the solution for the mixed Holstein-Peierls model can
brought into a particularly simple form which, however, r
tains the essential physics,

Ẽmm5Emm[«mm2Dmm, ~9!

Ẽmn5Emne
2(

Q
(1/21NQ)GQmn

[~«mn2Dmn!e
2(

Q
(1/21NQ)GQmn. ~10!

Here, we have introduced the abbreviations

GQmn5ugQmm2gQnnu21 (
kÞm,n

~ ugQmku21ugQnku2!,

~11!
1-2
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Dmn5(
Q

\vQ(
k

gQmkg2Qkn . ~12!

Treating local and nonlocal electron-phonon coupling
equal footing, these formulas generalize the exact resu
Holstein’s theory (gQmn5gQmmdmn) which is given by

GQmn5ugQmm2gQnnu2, ~13!

Dmn5dmn(
Q

\vQugQmmu2. ~14!

In fact, the lowering of the on-site energies~9! and the ex-
ponential renormalization of the transfer integrals~9! are
now determined by both types of coupling. Furthermo
nonlocal coupling introduces an additional shiftDmn of the
transfer integrals which reflects the delocalizing effect inh
ent to nonlocal coupling.

Prior to the explicit calculations, we proceed with
specification of the above theory to crystals in whi
all molecules are equivalent. Assuming no dispersion
energy and polarization of optical phonon modes,
can replace NQ→Nl5@exp(\vl /kBT)21#21 and gQmn
→glmn(4N)21/2(e2 iq•Rm1e2 iq•Rn) where the q depen-
dence originates from the expressions of the molecule
placements and rotations in terms of phonon operators anN
denotes the number of molecules. As a result, the modi
transfer integrals~9! can be written as

Ẽmn5~«mn2Dmn!e
2(

l

(1/21Nl)[Glmm1Glnn2glmn
2 ] ,

~15!

whereGl j j 5gl j j
2 1 1

2 (kÞ jgl jk
2 and

Dmn5
1
2 (l\vl@glmn~glmm1glnn!1 1

2 (kÞm,nglmkglkn#.

Again, for purely local coupling,glmn5glmmdmn , we re-
cover Holstein’s result23

Ẽmn5«mne
2(

l

(1/21Nl)(glmm
2

1glnn
2 ). ~16!
io

m

t
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Once the quantities«mn , glmn , andvl are determined, the
expressions~15! and ~16! allow quantitative studies of the
temperature-dependent bandwidth narrowing due to nonl
and/or local electron-phonon coupling.

III. NUMERICAL MODELING AND RESULTS

As a first application of the theory from the precedin
section, we perform model studies for the oligo-acene cry
naphthalene. Naphthalene crystallizes in a monoclinic str
ture (P21/a) and exhibits a herringbone stacking with tw
equivalent molecules per unit cell. The crystal is describ
by three lattice vectorsa, b, andc, with a'b, b'c, and a
monoclinic angleb betweena andc.

In order to obtain the tight-binding parameters«mn and
glmn , we use the following three-step strategy. First, w
determine the equilibrium structure of the crystal by mea
of state-of-the-art DFT-LDA calculations using theab initio
total energy and molecular dynamics programVASP.36 For
the resulting geometry (a57.68 Å, b55.76 Å, c
58.35 Å, b5125.7°), the intermolecularG-point phonon
energies\vl and polarizationsel are obtained within the
rigid-molecule approximation37 via the direct method.40 The
six rotational modes are found to have pairwise appro
mately the same polarizations and phonon energies. This
lows us to treat them alternatively as three dispersion
optical phonon branches (\vl510.7, 14.2, and 17.4 meV!
within a doubled Brillouin zone corresponding to the latti
$Rm% of the equivalent molecules which, in turn, justifies t
application of Eqs.~15! and~16!. Analogously, the six trans
lational modes are transformed into three acoustical pho
branches which, in consistency with our model, are hen
forth omitted.

In the second step, we obtain the values«mn from a
fit of the ground-stateab initio HOMO and LUMO energy
bands to a tight-binding model, including the on-s
energy and the six most important transfer integrals betw
nearest neighbors, i.e.,$mn%5$0,a,b,c,ab,ac,abc% belong-
ing to Rm2Rn50,6a,6b,6c,6(a/26b/2),6(a1c),
and 6(a/26b/21c), respectively. The solution of this
model is
«~k!5«012«acosk•a12«bcosk•b12«ccosk•c12«accosk•~a1c!

62F«abS cosk•
a1b

2
1cosk•

a2b

2 D1«abcS cosk•
a1b12c

2
1cosk•

a2b12c

2 D G , ~17!
nte-

the
e
cal-
and the fit is obtained by a least-squares minimizat
on a regular 43434 grid in the corresponding Brillouin
zone.

Finally, in the third step, we rotate the molecules by a
plitudes Dul according to the polarizationsel of phonon
model, repeat theab initio bandstructure calculation, and fi
the HOMO and LUMO bands to the full Holstein-Peier
tight-binding Hamiltonian of Eq.~1!, employing again rela-
tion ~17!. Then, the electron-phonon coupling constantsglmn
n

-

are obtained from the resulting changes in the transfer i
grals by numerical differentiationglmn5(1/\vl)(D«mn/
Dul) , in the limit Dul→0.41 The fidelity of this procedure
is guaranteed by testing that different amplitudesDul yield
the same coupling constantsglmn .

In Fig. 1, we present the temperature dependence of
effective HOMO and LUMO bandwidths in naphthalen
crystals. We observe significant differences between the
culations using the Holstein-Peierls model~15! and the Hol-
1-3
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stein model ~16!. As a key result, we find that the fu
Holstein-Peierls model gives rise to a much stronger te
perature dependence of the polaron bandwidths than the
stein model of purely local coupling. This is especially e
dent for the LUMO band and can be ascribed to the fact
the exponent in Eq.~15! contains important additional con
tributions from nonlocal coupling which are absent in E
~16!. Furthermore, within the Holstein model the LUM
band is found to be broader than the HOMO band at alT,
and the zero-temperature values of 0.60 eV and 0.44 eV
comparable to the bare electronic DFT bandwidths of 0
eV and 0.54 eV for LUMO and HOMO, respectively. Henc
the results of both the bare bandwidths and the Holst
model bandwidths would indicate a low-T electron mobility
exceeding that of the holes, which is, however, in contras
the experiment.22 On the other hand, the result of th
Holstein-Peierls model where local and nonlocal coupl
are taken into account complies much better with the exp
mental data: here, indeed, the HOMO band is significan
broader than the LUMO band and, in particular, forT
50 K we find values of 0.26 eV~HOMO! and 0.08 eV
~LUMO!.

We have also performed semiempirical calculatio
for the structural relaxation, employing an atom-atom pot
tial approach with the Buckingham~6-exp! potential in
the parametrization of Williams.42 This approach allows
one to overcome some shortcomings of DFT-LDA
the description of van der Waals crystals~5 % underestima-
tion of lattice constants, 20 % overestimation of phonon
ergies!, but the overall results for the polaron bandwid
narrowing described in the preceding paragraph rem
qualitatively unchanged.43 While this is a nice consistenc
check for naphthalene, the real advantage of the semiem
ical approach is that it offers a possibility to treat al
crystals containing larger molecules such as anthrac
and tetracene44 where full ab initio calculations are compu
tationally much more demanding and time consumi
The resulting polaron bandwidths are plotted as a func
of temperature in Fig. 2, and the calculated tight-bind
and structural parameters are compiled in Tables I,
and III.

FIG. 1. Effective HOMO and LUMO polaron bandwidths v
temperatureT for a naphthalene crystal, using the parameters fr
Tables I–III, column Nph(1). Dashed lines: Holstein model, soli
lines: Holstein-Peierls model.
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Using the semiempirical approach, we see from Fig
that the temperature dependence of the polaron bandwi
in higher oligo-acenes is similar to that of naphthalene. Ho
ever, the absolute values of the bandwidths are quite dif
ent, especially for the LUMO bands. Here, we observe
large increase of the LUMO bandwidths with increasing co
jugation length. This effect can be traced back to the f
that for larger molecules the absolute values of the m
important transfer integrals increase~cf., «b and«ab in Table
II ! and the dominating electron-phonon coupling consta
decrease~cf., g1b , g2ab , and g2c in Table III!. The latter
effect can be nicely demonstrated by introduction of t
quantities

~geff!
25: (

l51

3

Gl j j 5 (
l51

3

~gl0
2 1gla

2 1glb
2 1glc

2 1glac
2

12glab
2 12glabc

2 !, ~18!

TABLE I. Lattice parameters and intermolecular rotational ph
non energies for naphthalene~Nph!, anthracene~Ac!, and tetracene
~Tc!, calculated using either~1! DFT-LDA or ~2! a semiempirical
atom-atom potential approach.

Nph(1) Nph(2) Ac(2) Tc(2)

a (Å) 7.68 7.93 8.18 8.58
b (Å) 5.76 5.88 5.90 5.78
c (Å) 8.35 8.73 11.11 13.80
b (°) 125.7 122.2 122.5 125.0
\v1 ~meV! 10.7 7.8 5.8 4.7
\v2 ~meV! 14.2 12.0 11.4 10.6
\v3 ~meV! 17.4 18.7 21.1 21.1

FIG. 2. Effective polaron bandwidths vs temperatureT for naph-
thalene~solid lines!, anthracene~dashed lines!, and tetracene crys
tals ~dotted lines!, using the parameters from Tables I–III, colum
Nph(2), Ac(2), and Tc(2), respectively. Top: HOMO bands, bottom
LUMO bands.
1-4
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TABLE II. Bare on-site energies and transfer integrals for naphthalene, anthracene, and tetracene
lated for the equilibrium structures given in Table I. Left panel: HOMO bands, right panel: LUMO ban

HOMO bands LUMO bands
Nph(1) Nph(2) Ac(2) Tc(2) Nph(1) Nph(2) Ac(2) Tc(2)

«0 ~eV! 20.36 21.06 20.38 0.12 2.93 2.23 1.89 1.74
«a ~meV! 229 212 212 27 1 1 0 4
«b ~meV! 259 246 248 271 30 24 39 63
«c ~meV! 4 0 0 0 1 2 21 2
«ac ~meV! 6 3 23 6 23 2 0 23
«ab ~meV! 17 14 2 1 272 229 257 280
«abc ~meV! 224 225 212 230 24 27 4 22
n
t
to
un
a
le
it
b

be-

o

e:
-
th
which may be looked upon as effective coupling consta
since they are the dominant contributions to the exponen
Eq. ~15!. Anisotropy effects may arise, in principle, due
the remaining term in that exponent but, here, they are fo
to be of minor importance due to the comparably large v
ues ofgeff which, as a side effect, explains why the simp
concept of an effective coupling constant often works qu
well in practice, despite the actual complexity of the pro
lem. In fact, a previous theoretical work,26 where experimen-
07521
ts
in

d
l-

e
-

tal electron-mobility data for naphthalene werefitted to the
Holstein model, yielded electron-phonon coupling values
tween 1.6 and 1.9~depending on crystallographic direction!
which are in good agreement with ourcalculatedvalue of
geff51.67 for the LUMO band of naphthalene. It is als
worthwhile to mention that our findings of decreasinggeff
values for the LUMO bands~naphthalene: 1.67, anthracen
1.27, and tetracene: 0.78! indicate a roughly inverse propor
tionality between thep conjugation length and the streng
t panel:

TABLE III. Electron-phonon coupling constants and effective coupling valuesgeff according to Eq.~18!

for naphthalene, anthracene, and tetracene, calculated for the phonon modes given in Table I. Lef
HOMO bands, right panel: LUMO bands.

HOMO bands LUMO bands

Nph(1) Nph(2) Ac(2) Tc(2) Nph(1) Nph(2) Ac(2) Tc(2)

g10 20.04 20.02 0.23 0.12 20.08 20.09 20.01 20.40
g1a 20.03 20.10 20.02 20.01 0.03 20.02 20.03 20.05
g1b 0.43 0.52 0.62 0.21 20.87 21.05 20.92 20.33
g1c 0.01 0.04 20.05 0.01 20.15 20.12 0.09 20.13
g1ac 20.02 20.02 0.07 20.06 0.07 0.06 0.00 0.04
g1ab 20.25 20.15 0.24 0.00 0.11 0.12 20.17 0.11
g1abc 0.15 0.30 0.09 0.14 20.08 20.06 0.04 20.04

G1 j j 0.36 0.51 0.58 0.10 0.83 1.16 0.92 0.32

g20 0.33 0.26 0.06 0.03 0.09 0.14 0.17 0.20
g2a 20.24 20.16 20.08 20.02 20.05 20.01 0.02 0.05
g2b 0.05 20.05 20.01 0.05 0.09 0.28 0.09 20.02
g2c 0.09 0.07 20.06 0.05 0.53 0.47 20.28 0.12
g2ac 0.00 20.02 20.02 0.01 20.18 20.16 0.06 20.02
g2ab 20.25 20.06 0.29 0.11 20.69 20.79 20.50 20.28
g2abc 0.08 0.13 0.00 20.25 0.28 0.11 20.06 0.02

G2 j j 0.32 0.14 0.18 0.16 1.44 1.62 0.63 0.22

g30 0.33 0.12 20.12 20.18 0.05 0.04 20.14 20.18
g3a 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 20.01
g3b 0.20 0.18 20.06 20.05 0.00 20.02 20.02 20.02
g3c 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.00 20.05 20.03 0.01 0.01
g3ac 20.05 20.02 20.01 0.00 20.01 20.02 20.02 0.01
g3ab 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.00 20.11 20.07 0.14 0.14
g3abc 20.06 20.06 20.01 20.01 20.08 20.03 20.01 0.01

G3 j j 0.16 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.06 0.07

geff 0.92 0.84 0.88 0.54 1.52 1.67 1.27 0.78
1-5
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of the intermolecular electron-phonon coupling, similar
previous results for theintramolecular coupling.38 However,
looking at our calculations for the HOMO bands, we al
find that this rule of thumb for the chemical trend can som
times be violated. Here, we observe, e.g., that anthracene
a slightly larger value ofgeff50.88 than naphthalene (geff
50.84) resulting in comparable HOMO bandwidths. In fa
the HOMO bandwidth of anthracene is even a bit sma
than that of naphthalene, whereas tetracene (geff50.54)
again follows the ‘‘expected’’ trend.

Another important finding for all three oligo-acenes is th
the electrons couple apparently stronger to the phonons
the holes as can be seen from a comparison of thegeff values
for LUMO and HOMO bands. A possible physical explan
tion for the much stronger phonon-induced renormalizat
of the LUMO could be that the intermolecular motions te
to keep the overlap between the HOMO orbitals as large
possible in order to retain the binding between the molecu
whereas there are no such restrictions on the overlap betw
the LUMO orbitals. As a consequence, we observe broa
HOMO than LUMO bands~except for tetracene at ver
low T) from which we conclude that, in general, the ho
mobility in oligo-acene crystals should be higher than
mobility of electrons. Strictly speaking, this statement is tr
only for the bandlike contribution to the mobility whic
we have considered here exclusively. In agreement w
early measurements,21 one may expect from the narrow
LUMO bands of naphthalene and anthracene at elevated
peratures~cf. Fig. 2! that additional contributions from
phonon-assisted hopping play a role for the electrons in th
materials but we believe they are not sufficiently lar
enough to reverse the general trend. Nevertheless, an e
R
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sion of the theory described in this article towards the cal
lation of mobilites including both bandlike and hoppin
terms remains an interesting and important subject for fut
research.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we have presented a theoretical approac
the description of bandwidth narrowing in organic molecu
semiconductors. Based on a solution of a mixed Holste
Peierls model, we have derived an explicit expression for
polaron bandwidths as a function of temperature. This f
mula generalizes the result of Holstein polaron theory
treating local and nonlocal electron-lattice interaction
equal footing. The predictive nature of the theory has be
demonstrated by numerical studies for oligo-acene crys
which have provided microscopic insight into the relevan
of the different coupling mechanisms. As a key result,
find that nonlocal coupling plays an important role for t
quantitative description of the polaron bandwidths: in co
parison to the Holstein model of purely local coupling, t
bandwidths exhibit a much more pronounced temperatu
dependent narrowing. Furthermore, the LUMO is found
couple stronger to the phonons than the HOMO and, he
we predict the hole mobilities in oligo-acene crystals to
higher than the electron mobilities.
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